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The world changes when it is changed

• Influence what is going on.

• Collaborate with others.

• Find feasible and common goals.



Why act and how?

• In collaboration with others, participating in events organized by others.

• In the long-term and with perseverance. The same sentences need to be repeated in 
different places, possibly for years and over and over again.

• Personal, two-way interaction with decision-makers and candidates is the most 
effective.

• Always worth continuing. Once you’ve met or talked on the phone, it is worthwhile 
sending along additional material.

• Arguments can always be honed, but good cooperation between actors in the field 
and a positive message always work: what good will people and the community get 
if  the goal is achieved? The cultural sector will never win the misery competition.

• Do you want to be right, or get your objective through? There is no room for your 
ego, and praise and glory should not be expected.



When you start to make an impact plan, 
consider these questions:

• What lobbying resources do we already have? 

• What are we missing?

• What should happen next?

• What do we have enough time for?



Are your goals:

• Clear, so that you remember them without cheating 
and know how to explain them to a child? 

• Focused, i.e. you have chosen one point - or a 
maximum of  three points, and not just listed all the 
matters? Prioritisation is the key!

• Concrete, that is, something that an official can 
prepare and a decision-maker can decide on.

• General campaign phrases like “culture is important”, 
cannot be lobbied, just communicated.



Who lobbies who?

• How well do you know the right politicians and officials?

• Who knows who you are?  List your contacts.

• What essential contacts are missing? Agree on how and by 
whom, and when to build the necessary contacts.

• No one knows everybody. Everyone should strengthen 
their own networks.

• Problem solvers are always needed.

• Put your own personality positively into the game: be the 
person that you would like to meet.



How to make arguments?

• Decide on the main message and always say it first.

• Think about what arguments would make the decision 
maker consider your case to be important and use it in 
decision making.

• Decide on the main argument of  the main message.

• Support the main argument with both figures and stories, 
such as people’s experiences and emotional images.

• Keep things short. Politicians generally only read first 
pages.

• Do not preach or lecture, but discuss and listen.



Get working!

• Get in touch with decision makers and influencers, one at 
a time, even if  it’s not nice and easy.

• A leader cannot delegate or outsource lobbying work. A 
good leader leads from the front and ensures that others 
will keep up.

• Leadership is communication. There must be one talking 
head in media relations.

• Prepare professional materials. One page or six slides is 
enough, you can produce more later. They can be 
prepared by an external communications professional.

• Ponder when a public campaign will become useful? Its 
duration must be limited.



Make a lobbying plan for next year

• With an annual wheel: what time of  the year does 
decision-making take place so that you know how to make 
an impact well in advance.

• What needs to be done well in advance of  the H-hour of  
influence?

• You will record, in the lobbying plan, all these questions 
and answers that I have asked you here.

• The lobbying plan does not have to be public and does not 
need to be approved by the board of  your 
company/association. It is a tool for operational 
management.



And once again: what can you do with others?

• It is always worthwhile forming the broadest possible 
coalition.

• Lobbying cooperation can also be done with other sectors.

• Ask sympathetic politicians how you can help.

• Praise and elevate others - it may be that you and your 
good will will be noticed.

• Never lobby against others: you shouldn’t gain enemies, 
because sometimes working with friends is difficult 
enough.



Social influence, or 
lobbying, is a part of your job description

• There is always an election coming up. Elections choose
who will decide the conditions for the operation of  culture 
and the arts.

• Who else will tell about your work and its significance?

• If  cultural policy does not show up in elections, it 
weakens the position of  culture and the arts.

• Participating in election debates requires time: add it to 
your calendar.

• In your own office, think about what your goal is and 
discuss it with other cultural actors as well.

• The objective must be feasible and concrete: a sentence to 
be quoted and an amount to be reasoned.



Ask: how do I cope with all this?

• You can do it: success is always a possibility.

• Remember to rest, and enjoy recreation and nice stuff.

• Talk about values and all of  the beautiful good things you 
believe in. There is no need to turn into an emotionally cold 
machine to be able to lobby.

• Are you sometimes ashamed when the right words just can’t be 
found or the numbers are forgotten: no harm. You can always 
send a corrective email afterwards. All mistakes will eventually 
be forgiven.

• Just do your own part, that's enough. Lobbyists lobby, but 
decision makers ultimately make the decisions. The 
responsibility is theirs.


